The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 2406
Ah? What are you looking at? What’s the matter?”

Everyone stopped and turned to look at Phoenix (Suzaku) in a daze.

Phoenix (Suzaku) suddenly pointed to the last name on the god list!

“Everyone, look at the name of the boss!!!”

Everyone looked over.

Sure enough, at the end of the god list, the name of the thousandth place turned out to be Levi
Garrison! ! !
“Boom!!!” At

this moment, everyone was struck by lightning.

Everyone looked carefully and repeatedly confirmed.
It’s Levi Garrison’s name! ! !

Everyone clicked on the name again, and all the information was presented!

This is the Levi Garrison they are familiar with!

That’s the man!

There are also reasons for Levi Garrison to be on the list-a few days ago, that is, eight days ago. Levi
Garrison used his own power to kill the six powerhouses in the top 100 and the 14 powerhouses in the
top 300.

The key is that of the six top 100 quasi gods, three of them are directly in the top three.

That is, the top three substitutes of the god list!

Levi Garrison killed them all, so he ranked the thousandth on the god list.

Reasonable!

No one knows about it.

I don’t even know when it happened.

Even Levi Garrison didn’t know it.

At the beginning, when he was forced into anxieties, Levi Garrison had no choice but to take a shot and
filmed all of them to death.

Never thought that this scene would be seen.

As a result, a new assessment of his strength was carried out, and the ranking rose.

Come directly to the god list!

Even if Levi Garrison controlled one-third of the power organization, it was useless.

Besides, he himself doesn’t know yet…

“This…”

Everyone was stunned.

Is this the boss they know?

How short is it like sitting on a rocket…

“If I’m not wrong, ten days? Ten days ago, the boss was still on the quasi-shenzhen list six thousand and
seven, and now he is directly on the gods list? This span is enough. There are six to seven thousand
people! How did he do it?”

Tiger (Bai Hu) asked sharply.

This question is also a doubt in everyone’s mind.

“Yes, how did you do it?”

Everyone looked at each other.

At this time, Xiao Feng suddenly became happy: “I know where the problem is? Ten days ago, Master
suddenly collected the exercises of all of us and studied them for a day and a night! Then he told us that
this exercise cannot continue. Practice again…”

Xiao Feng reminded.

Everyone reacted immediately.

“In other words, since then, the boss has actually studied our exercises for one day and one night!”

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) said.

“Yes, we underestimated the boss at the beginning. I think he is a quasi-skilled player who is ranked
thousands of people, how could he thoroughly study our advanced techniques in a short time!

Don’t forget! The boss is a peerless genius! He was talented before! Above all of us, it is far from what
we can compare!”

“He can definitely do it day and night! Absolutely can penetrate the exercises! Now he is on the list of
gods is the best example! He has this strength!”

……

Everyone said one after another.

“Haha, I said before that once the boss gets serious and practices the exercises of this era, he will reach
the peak as quickly as possible! I was right? The pace of progress of the former King Tianjiao, do you feel
it? “

Kirin looked excited.

“Hiss!”

Everyone gasped, seeing how terrifying Levi Garrison was.

Said it was ten days.

In fact, it is less than two days!

It took just one day and one night to study the exercises of the new era with all his strength, and he
reached such a field.

This is definitely a genius among geniuses!

It can completely crush plum dye!

“The boss finally got the hang of it! He finally made progress! Waiting for this moment, too long, too
long!”

Everyone was extremely excited.

Isn’t this what everyone wants?

After waiting so long, just waiting for him to take off.

“But I have a question. Why does the old meeting say that the exercises will backfire and perish?”

